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Overview of Enhancements in GibbsCAM
2022
Significant enhancements to solids and surfaces:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Extrude surface
Extrude multi-selection
Improved taper extrusion
Section view for solids
Align Edge to CS Horizontal
Create plane surfaces at geometry depth

For details, see “Solids and Surfaces” on page 7.
Improvements to visualization and simulation:
l
l
l

l

Improved visualization of clearances
Sim: Ability to toggle multipart visibility
MTM Sim: Increased performance for subspindle stock
generation
MTM Sim playback: Start at Op

For details, see “Visualization and Simulation” on page 11.
Improvements to kinematics, machining, and tooling:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Machine configurations
Selectable stock (cubic/cylindrical)
Mill Contour: Multi-shape predrilling
Turn Roughing : Square corners
VoluMill : Performance enhancements
VoluMill : Improved control of start point

For details, see “Kinematics, Machining, Tooling” on page 12.
Miscellaneous:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Values for Cutter Compensation Offset # no longer default to 50 + Tool ID
Updated support for third-party libraries, including support for latest CAD file formats
Efficiency and performance improvements
New preference for Sim: Rapid Tool
Command-line option –lo for using a License Options file
New plug-in, Break Parent-Child Link, to make child operations independent of parent ops
No desupported hardware/software platforms

For details, see “Miscellaneous” on page 15.
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5-Axis:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

New strategy: Rotary Machining
Operation modifier: Face IJK to Polar
Deburring: Multiple Cuts
Geodesic: Propagation direction
Swarf: Improved multi-cuts
Tilting: Automatic tilting in automatic arc leads
Tilting: Tilt limits Fixed angle to surface normal
Tool support: User-defined contact point for nonspherical tools

For details, “Enhancements to 5-Axis” on page 17.
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Solids and Surfaces

Solids and Surfaces
GibbsCAM 2022 provides additional important tools for working with solids and surfaces:

•

Enhancements to
Extrude Functionality,
below

•

“Section View for
Solids” on page 8

•

“Align Edge to CS
Horizontal” on
page 10

•

“Create Plane
Surfaces at Geometry
Depth” on page 10

Enhancements to Extrude Functionality
Extrude Sheet
The Surfaces palette offers a new item to extrude a shape into a sheet (surface). This
functionality provides easy cylinder extrusions for Opticam Start Points.

Extrude Multi-Selection
You have the ability to select multiple closed shapes and extrude them all in the same direction and
extent. When extrusions overlap or intersect, nesting behavior is applied when possible, with a
default towards union in ambiguous selections (explained in the documentation).
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Solids and Surfaces

Taper Extrusion Improvements
In Extrude Solid with Taper, you can begin an
extrusion at a height other than zero; in other words,
you can specify values in both Z+ and Z–.

Section View for Solids
A new command, Show Section View , lets you display
only the portion of a solid that lies below a defined plane.
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Solids and Surfaces

You can dynamically modify this by dragging the plane of the section view and/or by right-clicking
the origin of the section view plane and entering a value for Section Depth.

Although the orientation and position of the section plane is associated with the CS, you can toggle
the section view on or off in individual viewports:
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Solids and Surfaces

Align Edge to CS Horizontal

A new right-mouse context menu option, Align Edge to CS H, lets you select
a solid’s linear edge and rotate the solid in 2D so that the edge is parallel to
the horizontal (H) axis of the CS, without shifting the origin.

Create Plane Surfaces at Geometry Depth
Surface palette item Create Plane Sheet is enhanced to let you create a plane
sheet at the depth of selected trimming geometry. Creating a plane with no
geometry selected still creates the new plane at a depth of 0.
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Visualization and Simulation

Visualization and Simulation
GibbsCAM 2022 provides the following improvements to visualization and simulation.

Improved Visualization of Clearances

The previous
functionality of Show
Clearance Volume has
been expanded and
renamed.

Simulation
Toggle Multipart Visibility in Machine Sim
You now have the ability to turn Multipart rendering on or off for all Simulation modes.

MTM Sim: Better Performance/Reliability
MTM performance has significantly reduced its memory demands and increased its performance
when loading operations, generating subspindle stock, or starting Op Sim, Machine Sim, or Legacy
CPR.

MTM Sim Playback: Start at Op
You now have the ability to start MTM simulation playback at any operation.
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Kinematics, Machining, Tooling

Kinematics, Machining, Tooling
Improvements to kinematics, machining, and tooling include:
l

l

l
l

Enhanced machine support, below
l Machine configurations
l Selectable stock (cubic/cylindrical)
“Mill Contour: Multi-shape predrilling” on
page 13
“Turn Roughing: Square corners” on page 13
“Enhancements in VoluMill 9.1” on page 13
l Improved control of start point
l Performance enhancements

Enhanced machine support
Machine configurations
The power and flexibility of GibbsCAM is significantly enhanced by the ability to define configurable
machines , such as Swiss-style machines with different toolposts, mills with removable rotary
tables, and other possibilities, most of which are yet to come as machine designers create them.
The MDD’s kinematic tree provides two new node types: Configuration Group and Configuration:
•

Configuration Group (CG) nodes can be attached anywhere in the tree but cannot be nested.

•

Configuration nodes are attached only to CG nodes, just as TP nodes attach only to TG nodes.

•

Any node type attachable to root (except CG) can be attached to a Configuration node.

•

Because a change from one configuration to another can change Simulation Body presence
and location, the Machine Assembly file must be made aware of each configuration.

•

Because selecting a new configuration can alter such factors as toolgroup and toolstation
numbering, posts and VMMs have access to the name of the active configuration.

When a DCD references an MDD that has a CG node, the
DCD offers a Configurations tab. This tab allows the
machine to be reconfigured prior to use.
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Kinematics, Machining, Tooling

Machine Configuration Support in MDDs, VMMs, and Posts
Please Note: Support for machine configurations requires changes to the MDD. For some
machines, updates may also be needed to VMMs (or xVMMs) and/or to postprocessors.

Selectable Stock
When
referencing an
MDD that
supports
switchable
stock, the DCD
lets you switch
from cylindrical
to cuboid stock
and vice versa.

Mill Contour: Multi-shape predrilling
GibbsCAM 2022 allows predrilling for contours with multiple shapes selected.

Turn Roughing: Square corners
A radius of 0 (square corner) is now supported in Turn Roughing,
Rough Type Turn, just as it is in Turn Contour and for Rough Type
Pattern Shift.

Enhancements in VoluMill 9.1
Improved Control of Start Point
Using the VoluMill 9.1 library, you now have finer control over the start region of a VoluMill pocket.

Performance Enhancements
VoluMill machining time is reduced, especially when Material Only is in effect.
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Posting and Output

Posting and Output
GUI for Work Fixture Offset (WFO)
In GibbsCAM 14 and later, WFO assignments
are in the Post Processor dialog, which is
further improved in GibbsCAM 2022. For parts
where workfixture assignments require special
handling, the GUI lets you: Identify at a glance
a Part Station or a multi-part part
instance, with markers for whether the WFO is
manually changed ( —e.g.,
or ), the op
is shifted from the WFO origin ( —e.g.,
or
), the op oriented is differently from the WFO
definition ( ), or any combination (e.g., ).
You can assign a WFO per op rather than per
CS (including multi-part instances), see the
WFO list before you post, and tell the system
how to handle cases where a WFO does not
match a CS. If your post is from before
GibbsCAM 12, the interface simply lists CS’s
and WFOs. UKM posts (specifically designed
for GibbsCAM and later) display the new
interface (pictured).
Options in the new interface let you determine how WFOs are assigned, such as combining
identical WFOs regardless of the source CS, allocating one WFO per part instance, or using Local
Shifts instead of Work Shifts.
In GibbsCAM 2022, your ability to specify behavior is more powerful, and so interpretations are now
stricter. If you have assigned CS’s with different origins to the same WFO in a previous version of
GibbsCAM, the system automatically remaps them to different WFOs and notifies you of the
changes.
Please Note: Note on posts: Some posts from before GibbsCAM 14 may need
modifications to output user-specified WFOs for certain operation types.
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Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Values for Cutter Compensation Offset # no longer default to 50 + Tool ID
Updated support for third-party libraries
Efficiency and performance improvements
New preference for Sim: Rapid Tool
Command-line option –lo for using a License Options file
New plug-in, Break Parent-Child Link, to make child operations independent of parent ops
OPTICAM completely replaces Legacy Wire EDM, which is no longer supported.
No desupported hardware/software platforms

Updated Support for Third-Party Libraries
GibbsCAM 2022 incorporates or is compatible with the following third-party libraries:
l
l
l
l

ModuleWorks 2021.4
VoluMill 9.1
OPTICAM
Tool libraries for Harvey Tools, Helical, and Garr

CAD file formats and supported versions
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

ACIS SAT v6 through v29
Autodesk Inventor 2022
CATIA V5–6 through R30
CimatronE v11 through v13 and Cimatron v14 through v15
KeyCreator v9 through v15
Mechanical Desktop 2009
NX
Parasolid v8 through v33
PTC Creo Parametric through v8.0
RealDWG 2022
Rhinoceros v3 through v6
Solid Edge through 2021
SolidWorks 2011 through 2021
Spatial 2021 1.0.1.20
DWG, DXF, IGES 5.3, STEP, VDA-FS, …

Efficiency and performance improvements
See “MTM Sim: Better Performance/Reliability” on page 11, and “Enhancements in VoluMill 9.1”
on page 13.
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Miscellaneous

Changes in Preferences
The Preferences dialog now lets you
set:
•

Display >
Appearance Settings >

Sim:
Rapid Tool color for Machine

Simulation

Command-Line Option for License Checkout
A new command-line option, –lo, allows you to use a license option file that checks out necessary
licenses before starting GibbsCAM. Syntax and keywords are covered in the Installation guide.

Plug-In: Break Parent-Child Link
In some circumstances, such as using the TpTrans plug-in on a selected operation, one or more
operations are created that are linked to the operation that was selected. Each new operation
created in this way is called a child op, and the original from which a child op is created is called a
parent op.
Since a child op has no process of its own (its processes derive from the process or process group
of its parent op), deleting a parent op deletes any ops linked to it, and redoing the parent after
changing its process propagates the same change to all its children/grandchildren/... ops.
A new plug-in, Break Parent-Child Link, converts a child op into a fully independent operation, with
its own separate process. After the link is broken, the parent can be deleted or modified without
affecting its children.

System Requirements
GibbsCAM 2022 runs efficiently on Windows 11 and on all platforms that supported GibbsCAM 14,
as follows:

OS:
CPU:
RAM:
Video:
Disk:

Minimum
Recommended
Windows 10, Windows 11, or Windows Server 2019
Intel: Core 2 or newer
Intel: Core i9, i7, or i5 with four or more cores
AMD: Ryzen or Threadripper
AMD: Desktop Family 17h
4+ GB of total RAM
16 GB of total RAM
3D-accelerated video card with
NVIDIA video card with 2+ GB of video memory
1+ GB of video memory
8+ GB free disk space to install the software
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Enhancements to 5-Axis

Enhancements to 5-Axis
Each new release of GibbsCAM includes upgrades and enhancements to 5-Axis. In GibbsCAM
2022, additional capabilities include the following.
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

New strategy: Rotary Machining
Operation modifier: Face IJK to Polar
Deburring: Multiple Cuts
Geodesic: Propagation direction
Swarf: Improved multi-cuts
Tilting: Automatic tilting in automatic arc
leads
Tilting: Tilt limits Fixed angle to surface normal
Tool support: User-defined contact point for
nonspherical tools

Rotary Machining
The 5-Axis Rotary Machining strategy is similar to the native GibbsCAM Polar & Cylindrical milling
but with one drawback and two major advantages:

•

Rotary Machining outputs only line-segmented code. (Polar & Cylindrical can output analytical
code.)

•

Rotary Machining does not require the tool to be on the centerline of the rotary axis; you can
shift the tool by up to 50% of the tool diameter. This makes it extremely useful for roughing.
(Polar & Cylindrical requires the tool to be on the centerline of the rotary axis.)
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Enhancements to 5-Axis

•

Rotary Machining allows the centerline of the rotary axis to be defined anywhere and at any
orientation.

•

Operation Modifier: Face IJK to Polar
This Operation Modifier replaces a distribution-only plug-in. It lets you use polar kinematics in 5-Axis
operations where the tool aligns with the part’s rotary axis. The most common use is in an XZC
lathe, to create a virtual Y-axis perpendicular to X and Z.

Deburring: Chamfering using tool contact point on
cone or cylinder
In 5-Axis Deburring, new option Fixed tool contact point on cone/cylinder lets you use the cone of
chamfer and taper mill tools and the cylinder of spherical and end mill tools. Compared to a
spherical tool, the chamfer does not show the imprint of the tool’s curved profile. However, to create
a uniform chamfer, tilting to avoid collisions is not permitted. Instead, the toolpath is trimmed in
those areas.
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Enhancements to 5-Axis

Coupled with multiple cuts along edges, illustrated below, the chamfering capabilities of Deburring
are significantly strengthened, making it the first choice for chamfering tasks, replacing lessautomated and less-safe workarounds.

Swarf: Improved Multi-Cuts
5-Axis Swarf provides greater uniformity distributing cuts between the floor and the upper guide
curve, resulting in a more even cut.

Geodesic: Propagation Direction
In 5-Axis Geodesic, you can create toolpath on either side of the guide curve.
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Enhancements to 5-Axis

Tilting: Automatic Tilting in Automatic Arc Leads
The 5-Axis Tool axis control tab allows you to use Automatic arc lead-ins/lead-outs for better
toolpath and greater sensitivity to collision avoidance.

Tilting: Tilt Limit Setting Relative to surface normal
The 5-Axis Tilt tab provides an option to select automatic tilt limits that remain relative to the surface,
not just to the initial tool orientation.
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Enhancements to 5-Axis

5-Axis Support for User-Defined Contact Point for
Nonspherical Tools
Previously, contact point could be user-defined only for tools that were round at the bottom (such as
ball end mills, lollipops, and barrel end mills). In GibbsCAM 2022, 5-Axis lets you select the contact
point for all supported tools, including standard end mills and bullnose end mills.
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